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Abstract— Assistive robotic arms enable users with physical
disabilities to perform everyday tasks without relying on a
caregiver. Unfortunately, the very dexterity that makes these
arms useful also makes them challenging to teleoperate: the
robot has more degrees-of-freedom than the human can directly
coordinate with a handheld joystick. Our insight is that
we can make assistive robots easier for humans to control
by leveraging latent actions. Latent actions provide a lowdimensional embedding of high-dimensional robot behavior:
for example, one latent dimension might guide the assistive
arm along a pouring motion. In this paper, we design a
teleoperation algorithm for assistive robots that learns latent
actions from task demonstrations. We formulate the controllability, consistency, and scaling properties that user-friendly
latent actions should have, and evaluate how different lowdimensional embeddings capture these properties. Finally, we
conduct two user studies on a robotic arm to compare our
latent action approach to both state-of-the-art shared autonomy
baselines and a teleoperation strategy currently used by assistive
arms. Participants completed assistive eating and cooking tasks
more efficiently when leveraging our latent actions, and also
subjectively reported that latent actions made the task easier
to perform. The video accompanying this paper can be found
at: https://youtu.be/wjnhrzugBj4.
Index Terms— Physically assistive devices, cognitive humanrobot interaction, human-centered robotics

I. I NTRODUCTION
For the nearly one million American adults that need assistance when eating, taking a bite of food or pouring a glass
of water presents a significant challenge [1]. Wheelchairmounted robotic arms and other physically assistive robotic
devices provide highly dexterous tools for performing these
tasks without relying on help from a caregiver. In order to
be effective, however, these assistive robots must be easily
controllable by their users.
Consider a person controlling a robotic arm to pour water
into a glass. Because of the physical limitations of their
users, today’s assistive arms utilize low-dimensional control
interfaces, such as joysticks [2]. But the robot arm is highdimensional: it has many degrees-of-freedom (DoFs), and the
human must precisely coordinate all of these interconnected
DoFs to pour the water without spilling. In practice, user
studies have demonstrated that controlling assistive arms is
quite challenging due to the unintuitive mapping from lowDoF human inputs to high-DoF robot actions [3], [4].
Current approaches solve this problem when the human’s
goals are discrete: e.g., when the robot should pour water
into either glass A or glass B. By contrast, we here propose
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an approach for controlling the robot in continuous spaces
using low-DoF actions learned from data. Our insight is that:
High-DoF robot actions can often be embedded into
intuitive, human-controllable, and low-DoF latent actions
Latent actions are a low-DoF representation that captures the
most important aspects of high-DoF actions. Returning to our
pouring example: the human wants the robot arm to (a) carry
the cup level with the table and (b) perform a pouring action.
Intuitively, this should be reflected in the latent actions: one
latent dimension should cause the robot to move the cup
along the table, while the other should make the robot pour
more or less water (see Fig. 1).
We explore methods for learning these low-DoF latent
actions from task-specific training data. We envision settings
where the robot has access to demonstrations of related tasks
(potentially provided by the caregiver), and the user—in an
online setting—wants to control the robot to perform a new
task: e.g., now the cup is located in a different place, and
the person only wants half a glass of water. In practice, we
find that some models result in expressive and intuitive latent
actions, and that users can control robots equipped with these
models to complete eating and cooking tasks.
Overall, we make the following contributions:
Formalizing Desirable Properties of Latent Actions. We
formally specify a list of properties that user-friendly latent
actions should satisfy. This includes controllability, i.e., there
must be a sequence of latent actions that move the robot
to the desired state, and consistency, i.e., the robot should
always behave similarly under a given learned latent action.
Learning Latent Actions through Autoencoders. We learn
latent actions using different autoencoder models, and compare how these models perform with respect to our desired
properties. We find that models which are conditioned on the
robot’s current state accurately reconstruct high-DoF actions
from human-controllable, low-DoF inputs.
Evaluating Latent Actions with User Studies. We implement our approach on a robot arm, and compare to stateof-the-art shared autonomy baselines and a current control
strategy for assistive robotic arms. We find that—during eating and cooking user studies—learned latent actions resulted
in improved objective and subjective performance.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this paper we leverage learning techniques to identify
low-DoF latent actions for teleoperating high-DoF robots.
Prior works on shared autonomy have addressed (a) using
predefined mappings from low-DoF human inputs to robot
actions, and (b) learning mappings when the human’s action

Fig. 1. Human teleoperating a robot arm using latent actions. Because the robot has more DoFs than the human can directly control, we leverage low-DoF
embeddings to learn a latent space z for the user to intuitively interact with. Here the robot has been trained on demonstrations of pouring tasks, and learns
a 2-DoF latent space. The first latent dimension z1 moves the cup level with the table, and the second latent dimension z2 tilts the cup. We explore how
conditional autoencoders—such as the one shown on right—can be leveraged to learn these intuitive and human-controllable latent actions. We train an
encoder that finds our low-DoF embedding z given the state s and high-DoF action a. The decoder then recovers a high-DoF action â based on z and s.
During control, the low-DoF human input z is enough to reconstruct their intended high-DoF, continuous robot action â conditioned on the current state s.

space has the same number of DoFs as the robot. Previous
research on latent representations (c) focused on autonomous
robots that are acting without a human in-the-loop.
Shared Autonomy. Under shared autonomy, the robot combines user inputs with autonomous assistance: this method
has been applied to settings where the human’s input is lowdimensional [4]–[6]. Recent works explored tasks where the
human wants their assistive arm to reach a goal (e.g., pick
up a cup) [2], [7]–[10]. Here the robot maintains a belief
over possible goals, and increasingly assists the human as
it becomes confident about their intended goal [7], [8]. We
point out that—similar to [11]—the mapping between the
human’s low-DoF input and the robot’s high-DoF action is
pre-defined, and not learned from data.
Other shared autonomy works consider settings where the
human’s input has the same number of DoFs as the robot’s
action space [12]–[15]. Our paper is most related to shared
autonomy research by Reddy et al. [15], where the robot
learns a mapping between humans inputs and their intended
actions using reinforcement learning; however, in [15] the
human inputs are the same dimension as the robot action,
and thus there is no need to learn an embedding for control.
Learning Latent Representations. To identify low-DoF
embeddings of complex state-space models, we turn to works
that learn latent representations from data. Recent research
has learned latent dynamics [16], trajectories [17], plans
[18], policies [19], and skills for reinforcement learning [20].
These methods typically leverage autoencoder models [21],
but do not include a human in-the-loop or teleoperation.
Here, we leverage autoencoders to learn a consistent and
controllable latent representation for assistive robotics. Previous teleoperation literature has explored principal component
analysis (PCA) for reducing the user’s input dimension [22],
[23]. We will compare our method to this PCA baseline.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
We formulate a task as a discrete-time Markov Decision
Process (MDP) M = (S, A, T , R, γ, ρ0 ). Here s ∈ S ⊆ Rn
is the state space, a ∈ A ⊆ Rm is the action space, T (s, a)
is the transition function, R(s) = 1{task is solved in s} is a
sparse reward function that indicates task success, γ ∈ [0, 1)

is the discount factor, and ρ0 (·) is the initial state distribution.
We assume access to a dataset of task demonstrations, and
want to learn the latent action space by leveraging this
dataset. Formally, we have a dataset of state-action pairs
D = {(s0 , a0 ), (s1 , a1 ), . . .}, and seek to learn a latent action
space Z ⊂ Rd that is of lower dimension than the original
action space (d < m), along with a function φ : Z × S 7→ A
that maps latent actions to robot actions.
Recall our motivating example, where the human is leveraging latent actions to make their assistive robot pour water.
There are several properties that the human expects latent
actions to have: e.g., the human should be able to guide the
robot by smoothly changing the joystick direction, and the
robot should never abruptly become more sensitive to the
human’s inputs. In what follows, we formalize the properties
that make latent actions intuitive. These properties will guide
our approach, and provide a principled way of assessing the
usefulness of latent actions with humans in-the-loop.
Latent Controllability. Let si , sj ∈ D be two states from
the dataset of demonstrations, and let s1 , s2 , ..., sK be the
sequence of states that the robot visits when starting in
state s0 = si and taking latent actions z1 , ..., zK . The robot
transitions between the visited states using the learned latent
space: sk = T (sk−1 , φ(zk−1 , sk−1 )). Formally, we say that
a latent action space Z is controllable if for every such pairs
of states (si , sj ) there exists a sequence of latent actions
{zk }K
k=1 , zk ∈ Z such that sj = sK . In other words, a latent
action space is controllable if it can move the robot between
pairs of start and goal states from the dataset.
Latent Consistency. We define a latent action space Z as
consistent if the same latent action z ∈ Z has a similar effect
on how the robot behaves in nearby states. We formulate
this similarity via a task-dependent metric dM : e.g., in
pouring tasks dM could measure the orientation of the robot’s
end-effector. Applying this metric, consistent latent actions
should satisfy: dM (T (s1 , φ(z, s1 )), T (s2 , φ(z, s2 ))) <  for
ks1 − s2 k < δ for some , δ > 0.
Latent Scaling. Finally, a latent action space Z is scalable if
applying larger latent actions leads to larger changes in state.
In other words, we would like ks − s0 k → ∞ as kzk → ∞,
where s0 = T (s, φ(z, s)).

IV. M ETHODS
Now that we have formally introduced the properties that a
user-friendly latent space should satisfy, we will explore lowDoF embeddings that capture these properties. We are interested in models that balance expressiveness with intuition:
the embedding must reconstruct high-DoF actions while
remaining controllable, consistent, and scalable. We assert
that only models which reason over the robot’s state when
decoding the human’s inputs can accurately and intuitively
interpret the latent action.
A. Models
Reconstructing Actions. Let us return to our pouring example: when the person applies a low-DoF joystick input, the
robot completes a high-DoF action. We use autoencoders
to move between these low- and high-DoF action spaces.
Define ψ : S × A → Z as an encoder that embeds the
robot’s behavior into a latent space, and define φ0 : Z →
A as a decoder that reconstructs a high-DoF robot action
â ∈ A from this latent space (see Fig. 1). To encourage
models to learn latent actions that accurately reconstruct
high-DoF robot behavior, we incorporate the reconstruction
error ka−âk2 into the model’s loss function, which measures
the difference between the demonstrated action a and the
model’s estimate â.
Regularizing Latent Actions. When the user slightly tilts
the joystick, the robot should not suddenly pour its entire
glass of water. To better ensure this consistency and scalability, we incorporate a normalization term into the model’s loss
function. Let us define ψ : S × A → Rd × Rd+ as an encoder
that outputs the mean µ and covariance σ of the latent action
space. We penalize the divergence between this latent action
space and a normal distribution: KL(N (µ, σ) k N (0, 1)).
Variational autoencoder (VAE) models trade-off between this
normalization term and reconstruction error [21].
Conditioning on State. Importantly, we recognize that the
meaning of the human’s joystick input often depends on what
the robot is doing. When the robot is holding a glass, pressing
down on the joystick indicates that the robot should pour
water; but—when the robot’s gripper is empty—it does not
make sense for the robot to pour! So that robots can associate
meanings with latent actions, we condition the interpretation
of the latent action on the robot’s current state. Define φ :
Z × S → A as a decoder that now makes decisions based on
both z and s. We expect that conditional autoencoders (cAE)
and conditional variational autoencoders (cVAE) which use
φ will learn more expressive and controllable actions than
their non-state conditioned counterparts.
B. Algorithm
Our approach for training and leveraging these models is
shown in Algorithm 1. First, the robot obtains demonstrations
of related tasks—these could be provided by a caregiver, or
even collected from another end-user. The robot then trains
a low-dimensional embedding using this data and one of
the models described above. We manually align the learned

latent dimensions with the joystick DoF; for example, we
rotate z so that up/down on the joystick corresponds to the
latent DoF that pours/straightens the glass. When the user
interacts with the robot, their inputs are treated as z, and the
robot utilizes its decoder φ to reconstruct high-DoF actions.
V. S IMULATIONS
To test if the proposed low-DoF embeddings capture our
desired user-friendly properties, we perform simulations on
robot arms. The simulated robots have more DoF than needed
to complete the task, and thus must learn to coordinate their
redundant joints when decoding human inputs.
A. Setup
We simulate one- and two-arm planar robots, where each
arm has five revolute joints and links of equal length. The
state s ∈ Rn is the robot’s joint position, and the action a ∈
Rn is the robot’s joint velocity. Hence, the robot transitions
according to: st+1 = st + at · dt, where dt is the step size.
Demonstrations consist of trajectories of state-action pairs:
in each of different simulated tasks, the robot trains with a
total of 10000 state-action pairs.
Tasks. We consider four different tasks.
1) Sine: a single 5-DoF robot arm moves its end-effector
along a sine wave with a 1-DoF latent action
2) Rotate: two robot arms are holding a box, and rotate
that box about a fixed point using a 1-DoF latent action
3) Circle: one robot arm moves along circles of different
radii with a 2-DoF latent action
4) Reach: a one-arm robot reaches from a start location
to a goal region with a 1-DoF latent action
Model Details. We examine models such as PCA, AE, VAE,
and state conditioned models such as cAE and cVAE. The
encoders and decoders contain between two and four linear
layers (depending on the task) with a tanh(·) activation
function. The loss function is optimized using Adam with
a learning rate of 1e−2 . Within the VAE and cVAE, we set
the normalization weight < 1 to avoid posterior collapse.
Dependent Measures. To determine accuracy, we measure
the mean-squared error between the intended actions a and
reconstructed actions â on a test set of state-action pairs
(s, a) drawn from the same distribution as the training set.
To test model controllability, we select pairs of start and
goal states (si , sj ) from the test set, and solve for the latent
Algorithm 1 Learning Latent Control for Assistive Robots
1: Collect dataset D = {(s0 , a0 ), (s1 , a1 ), . . .} from kinesthetic demonstrations
2: Train autoencoder to minimize loss L(s, a) on D
3: Align the learned latent space
4: for t ← 1, 2, . . . , T do
5:
Set latent action zt as human’s joystick input
6:
Execute reconstructed action ât ← φ(zt , st )
7: end for
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Fig. 2. Results for the Sine task. (A) mean-squared error between intended
and reconstructed actions normalized by PCA test loss. (B) effect of the
latent action z at three states along the sine wave for the cVAE model.
Darker colors correspond to z > 0 and lighter colors signify z < 0. Above
we plot the distance that the end effector moves along the sine wave as a
function of z at each state. (C) rollout of robot behavior when applying a
constant latent input z = +1, where both VAE and cVAE start at the same
state. (D) end-effector trajectories for multiple rollouts of VAE and cVAE.

actions z that minimize the error between the robot’s current
state and sj . We then report this minimum state error.
We jointly measure consistency and scalability: to do this,
we select 25 states along the task, and apply a fixed grid of
latent actions zi from [−1, +1] at each state. For every (s, z)
pair we record the distance and direction that the end-effector
travels (e.g., the direction is +1 if the end-effector moves
right). We then find the best-fit line relating z to distance
times direction, and report its R2 error.
Our results are averaged across 10 trained models of the
same type, and are listed in the form mean ± SD.
Hypotheses. We have the following two hypotheses:
H1. Only models conditioned on the state will accurately reconstruct actions from low-DoF inputs.
H2. State conditioned models will learn a latent
space that is controllable, consistent, and scalable.
B. Sine Task
This task and our results are shown in Fig. 2. We find
that including state conditioning greatly improves accuracy
when compared to the PCA baseline: AE and VAE incur
98.0±0.6% and 100±0.8% of the PCA loss, while cAE and
cVAE obtain 1.37 ± 1.2% and 3.74 ± 0.4% of the PCA loss,
respectively. We likewise observe that the state conditioned
models are more controllable than their alternatives. When
using the learned latent actions to move between 1000
randomly selected pairs of states along the sine wave, cAE
and cVAE are on average 5.6% and 11.1% as far from the
goal as PCA. By contrast, models without state conditioning
(i.e., AE and VAE) performed worse than the PCA baseline,
with 104% error and 106% error.

Fig. 3. Results for the Rotate task. (A) the robot uses two arms to hold a
light blue box, and learns to rotate this box around the fixed point shown in
teal. Each state corresponds to a different fixed point, and positive z causes
counterclockwise rotation. On right we show how z affects the rotation of
the box at each state. (B) rollout of the robot’s trajectory when the user
applies z = +1 for VAE and cVAE models, where both models start in the
same state. Unlike the VAE, the cVAE model coordinates its two arms.

When evaluating consistency and scalability, we discover
that every model’s relationship between latent actions and
robot behavior can be modeled as approximately linear: PCA
has the highest R2 = 0.99, while cAE and cVAE have the
lowest R2 = 0.94 ± 0.04 and R2 = 0.95 ± 0.01.
C. Rotate Task
We summarize the results for this two-arm task in Fig. 3.
Like in the Sine task, the models conditioned on the current
state are more accurate than their non-conditioned counterparts: AE and VAE have 28.7 ± 4.8% and 38.0 ± 5.8% of
the PCA baseline loss, while cAE and cVAE reduce this
to 0.65 ± 0.05% and 0.84 ± 0.07%. The state conditioned
models are also more controllable: when using the learned z
to rotate the box, AE and VAE have 56.8±9% and 71.5±8%
as much end-effector error as the PCA baseline, whereas cAE
and cVAE achieve 5.4 ± 0.1% and 5.9 ± 0.1% error.
When testing for consistency and scalability, we measure
the relationship between the latent action z and the change in
orientation for the end-effectors of both arms (i.e., ignoring
their location). Each model exhibits a linear relationship
between z and orientation: R2 = 0.995±0.004 for cVAE and
R2 = 0.996 ± 0.002 for cVAE. In other words, there is an
approximately linear mapping between z and the orientation
of the box that the two arms are holding.
D. Circle Task
Next, consider the one-arm task in Fig. 4 where the robot
has a 2-DoF latent action space. We here focus on the learned
latent dimensions z = [z1 , z2 ], and examine how these latent
dimensions correspond to the underlying task. Recall that the
training data consists of state-action pairs which translate the
robot’s end-effector along (and between) circles of different
radii. Ideally, the learned latent dimensions correspond to
these axes, e.g., z1 controls tangential motion while z2
controls orthogonal motion. Interestingly, we found that this
intuitive mapping is only captured by the state conditioned
models. The average angle between the directions that the
end-effector moves for z1 and z2 is 27 ± 20◦ and 34 ± 15◦
for AE and VAE models, but this angle increases to 72 ± 9◦
and 74 ± 12◦ for the cAE and cVAE (ideally 90◦ ). The state
conditioned models better disentangle their low-dimensional
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Fig. 4. Results for the Circle task. (A) mean-squared error between desired
and reconstructed actions normalized by the PCA test loss. (B) 2-DoF latent
action space z = [z1 , z2 ] for VAE and cVAE models. The current endeffector position is shown in black, and the colored grippers depict how
changing z1 or z2 affects the robot’s state. Under the cVAE model, these
latent dimensions move the end-effector tangent or orthogonal to the circle.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for our first user study. (Left) in this eating task,
the participant uses a two-DoF joystick to guide the robot to pick up their
desired morsel from a discrete set. (Right) we compare our latent action
approach to shared autonomy baselines from the HARMONIC dataset.

underlying DoF of the task, and that we could leverage the
state conditioned models to embed robot trajectories.
VI. U SER S TUDIES
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Fig. 5. Results for the Reach task. In both plots, we show the end-effector
trajectory when applying constant inputs z ∈ [−1, +1]. The lightest color
corresponds to z = −1 and the darkest color is z = +1. The goal region
is highlighted, and the initial end-effector position is black. (A) trajectories
with the VAE model. (B) trajectories with the cVAE model. The latent action
z controls which part of the goal region the trajectory moves towards.

embeddings, supporting our hypotheses and demonstrating
how these models produce user-friendly latent spaces.
E. Reach Task
In the final task, a one-arm robot trains on trajectories
that move towards a goal region (see Fig. 5). The robot
learns a 1-DoF latent space, where z controls the direction
that the trajectory moves (i.e., to the left or right of the
goal region). We focus on controllability: can robots utilize
latent actions to reach their desired goal? In order to test
controllability, we sample 100 goals randomly from the goal
region, and compare robots that attempt to reach these goals
with either VAE or cVAE latent spaces. The cVAE robot
more accurately reaches its goal: the L2 distance between the
goal and the robot’s final end-effector position is 0.57 ± 0.38
under VAE and 0.48 ± 0.5 with cVAE. Importantly, using
state conditioning improves not only the movement accuracy
but also the movement quality. The average start-to-goal
trajectory is 5.1 ± 2.8 units when using the VAE, and this
length drops to 3.1 ± 0.5 with the cVAE model.
Summary. Viewed together, the results of our Sine, Rotate,
Circle, and Reach tasks support hypotheses H1 and H2.
The state conditioned models more accurately reconstruct
high-DoF actions from low-DoF embeddings (H1), and
also exhibit the user-friendly properties of controllability,
consistency, and scalability (H2). We also observed that
the latent dimensions naturally aligned themselves with the

To evaluate whether actual humans can use learned latent
actions to teleoperate robots and perform everyday tasks, we
conducted two user studies on a 7-DoF robotic arm (Fetch,
Fetch Robotics). In the first study, we compared our proposed
approach to state-of-the-art shared autonomy methods when
the robot has a discrete set of possible goals. In the second
study, participants completed a cooking task with continuous
goal spaces using either a teleoperation method currently
employed by assistive arms or our learned latent actions. For
both studies the participants controlled the robot arm with a
low-DoF teleoperation interface (a handheld joystick).
A. Discrete Goal Space: Latent Actions vs. Shared Autonomy
In our first user study we implemented the assistive eating
task from the HARMONIC dataset [24] (see Fig. 6). Here the
human is guiding the robot to pick up a bite of food. There
are three morsels near the robot—i.e., three possible goals—
and the human wants the robot to reach one of these discrete
goals. The HARMONIC dataset reports the performance of
24 people who completed this task with different levels
of shared autonomy [7]. Under shared autonomy, the robot
infers from the human’s inputs which goal they are trying
to reach, and then provides assistance towards that goal. We
here conduct an additional experiment to compare our latent
action method to this set of baselines.
Independent Variables. We manipulated the robot’s teleoperation strategy with five levels: the four conditions from
the HARMONIC dataset plus our proposed cVAE method.
In the first four conditions, the robot provided no assistance
(No Assist), or interpolated between the human’s input and
an assistive action (Low Assist, High Assist, and Full Assist).
High Assist was the most effective strategy from this group:
when interpolating, here the assistive action was given twice
the weight of the human’s input. In our cVAE approach, the
human’s joystick inputs were treated as latent actions z (and
the robot provided no other assistance). We trained our cVAE
model on demonstrations from the HARMONIC dataset.
Dependent Measures. We measured the fraction of trials
in which the robot picked up the correct morsel of food
(Success Rate), the amount of time needed to complete the

cVAE reached their desired morsel in 44 of the 50 total trials,
yielding a higher Success Rate than the assistance baselines.
To better compare cVAE to the High Assist condition, we
performed independent t-tests. We found that participants
that used the cVAE model took statistically significant lower
Completion Time (t(158) = 2.95, p < .05), Joystick Input
(t(158) = 2.49, p < .05), and Trajectory Length (t(158) =
9.39, p < .001), supporting our hypothesis H3.
Fig. 7. End-effector trajectories from High Assist and cVAE conditions.
The robot starts at the black dot, and moves to position itself over the plate.

*
*
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Fig. 8. Objective results from the eating user study. We found that cVAE led
to faster task completion with less user input and end-effector motion. The
Full Assist condition performed worse than High Assist across the board
(omitted for clarity). Error bars show the 10 and 90 percentiles, and ∗
denotes statistical significance (p < .05).

task (Completion Time), the total magnitude of the human’s
input (Joystick Input), and the distance traveled by the robot’s
end-effector (Trajectory Length).
Hypothesis. We had the following hypothesis:
H3. Teleoperating with learned latent actions will
improve task success while reducing the completion
time, joystick inputs, and trajectory length.
Experimental Setup. Participants interacted with a handheld
joystick while watching the robotic arm. The robot held a
fork; during the task, users teleoperated the robot to position
this fork directly above their desired morsel. We selected the
robot’s start state, goal locations, and movement speed to be
consistent with the HARMONIC dataset.
Participants and Procedure. Our participant pool consisted
of ten Stanford University affiliates who provided informed
consent (3 female, average participant age 23.9 ± 2.8 years).
Following the same protocol as the HARMONIC dataset,
each participant was given up to five minutes to familiarize
themselves with the task and joystick, and then completed
five recorded trials using our cVAE approach. At the start of
each trial the participant indicated which morsel they wanted
the robot to reach; the trial ended once the user pushed a
button to indicate that the fork was above their intended
morsel. We point out that participants only completed the
task with the cVAE condition; other teleoperation strategies
are benchmarked in Newman et al. [24].
Results. We display example robot trajectories in Fig. 7 and
report our dependent measures in Figs. 6 and 8. Inspecting
these example trajectories, we observe that the cVAE model
learned latent actions that move the robot’s end-effector into
a region above the plate. Users controlling the robot with

Summary. Assistive robots that learn a mapping from lowto high-DoF actions can complete tasks with discrete goals.
Users teleoperating the cVAE robot reached their preferred
goal more accurately than shared autonomy baselines, while
requiring less time, effort, and movement.
B. Continuous Goal Space: Latent Actions vs. End-Effector
Real-world tasks often move beyond discrete goals: instead of reaching for an object that must either be in position
A or position B, objects may lie in continuous regions (i.e.,
anywhere on a shelf). In our second user study, we therefore
focus on a cooking scenario with continuous goals spaces
(see Fig. 9). The user wants their assistive robot to help
them make a recipe: this requires picking up ingredients
from the shelf, pouring them into a bowl, recycling empty
containers—or returning half-filled containers to the shelf—
and then stirring the mixture. Shared autonomy approaches
like [7], [8], [24] are not suitable within this setting because:
(a) the goals lie in continuous regions and (b) the user needs
to control both the goal that the robot reaches for and the
style of the reaching trajectory (e.g., pouring, or keeping
upright). Hence, we compare our latent action method against
a switching teleoperation strategy currently used by assistive
robots [3], where the joystick inputs alternatively control the
position and orientation of the robot’s end-effector.
Independent Variables. We tested two teleoperation strategies: End-Effector and cVAE. Under End-Effector the user
inputs applied a 6-DoF twist to the robot’s end-effector, controlling its linear and angular velocity. Participants interacted
with two 2-DoF joysticks, and were given a button to toggle
between linear and angular motion [3], [7], [24]. By contrast,
in cVAE the participants could only interact with one 2DoF joystick, i.e., the latent action was z = [z1 , z2 ] ∈ R2 .
We trained the cVAE model using state-action pairs from
kinesthetic demonstrations, where we guided the robot along
related sub-tasks such as reaching for the shelf, pouring
objects into the bowl, and stirring. The cVAE was trained
with less than 7 minutes of demonstration data.
Dependent Measures – Objective. We measured the total
amount of time it took for participants to complete the entire
cooking task (Completion Time), as well as the magnitude
of their inputs (Joystick Input).
Dependent Measures – Subjective. We administered a 7point Likert scale survey after each condition. Questions
were separated into six scales, such as ease of performing the
task (Ease) and consistency of the controller (Consistent).
Once users had completed the task with both strategies,

Fig. 9. Setup for our second user study. (Top row) the participant is teleoperating an assistive robot to make their recipe. This recipe is broken down into
three sub-tasks. On left the robot picks up eggs, pours them into the bowl, then drops the container into the recycling. In middle the robot picks up flour,
pours it into the bowl, then returns the container to the shelf. On right the robot grasps an apple, places it in the bowl, then stirs the mixture. (Middle row)
example robot trajectories when the person directly controls the robot’s End-Effector. (Bottom row) example trajectories when using cVAE to learn latent
actions. Comparing the example trajectories, we observe that cVAE resulted in robot motions that more smoothly and directly accomplished the task.

we asked comparative questions about which they preferred
(Prefer), which was Easier, and which was more Natural.
Hypotheses. We had the following hypotheses:
H4. Users controlling the robot arm with low-DoF
latent actions will complete the cooking task more
quickly and with less overall effort.
H5. Participants will perceive the robot as easier
to work with in the cVAE condition, and will prefer
the cVAE over End-Effector teleoperation.
Experimental Setup. We designed a cooking task where
the person is making a simplified “apple pie.” As shown in
Fig. 9, the assistive robot must sequentially pour eggs, flour,
and an apple into the bowl, dispose of their containers, and
stir the mixture. The user sat next to the robot and controlled
its behavior with a handheld joystick.
Participants and Procedure. We used a within-subjects
design and counterbalanced the order of our two conditions.
Eleven members of the Stanford University community (4
female, age range 27.4 ± 11.8 years) provided informed
consent to participate in this study. Four subjects had prior
experience interacting with the robot used in our experiment.
Before starting the study, participants were shown a video
of the cooking task. Participants then separately completed
the three parts of the task as visualized in Fig. 9; we reset the
robot to its home position between each of these sub-tasks.
After the user completed these sub-tasks, we re-arranged the
placement of the recycling and bowl, and users performed
the entire cooking task without breaks. Participants were told
about the joystick interface for each condition, and could
refer to a sheet that labelled the joystick inputs.
Results – Objective. Our objective results are summarized
in Fig. 10. When using cVAE to complete the entire recipe,
participants finished the task in less time (t(10) = −6.9, p <

*

*

Fig. 10. Objective results from the cooking user study. These results were
collected on the full task (combining each of the sub-tasks from Fig. 9).

.001), and used the joystick less frequently (t(10) = −5.1,
p < .001) as compared to direct End-Effector teleoportation.
Results – Subjective. We display the results of our 7-point
Likert scale surveys in Fig. 11. Before reporting these results,
we first confirmed the reliability of our scales. We then
leveraged paired t-tests to compare user ratings for EndEffector and cVAE conditions. Participants perceived cVAE
as requiring less user effort (t(10) = 2.7, p < .05) than
End-Effector. Participants also indicated that it was easier to
complete the task with cVAE (t(10) = 2.5, p < .05), and that
cVAE caused the robot to move more naturally (t(10) = 3.8,
p < .01). The other scales were not significantly different.
Summary. Taken together, these results partially support our
hypotheses. When controlling the robot with latent actions,
users completed the cooking task more quickly and with less
effort (H4). Participants believed that the cVAE approach led
to more natural robot motion, and indicated that it was easier
to perform the task with latent actions. However, participants
did not indicate a clear preference for either strategy (H5).
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ing learned latent actions with standardized teleoperation
strategies, so that robots can intelligently decide when latent
actions are helpful. Overall, our research aims to enable
humans to seamlessly collaborate with assistive robots.
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Fig. 11. Subjective results from the cooking user study. Higher ratings
indicate participant agreement. Participants thought our approach required
less effort (Ease), made it easier to complete the task (Easier), and produced
more natural robot motion (Natural) as compared to End-Effector control.

VII. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
Summary. We focused on assistive robotics settings where
the user interacts with low-Dof control interfaces. In these
settings, we showed that intelligent robots can embed their
high-DoF, dextrous behavior into low-DoF latent actions for
the human to control. We evaluated five different models for
learning the latent actions, and determined that autoencoders
conditioned on the system state accurately reconstructed the
human’s intended action, and also produced controllable,
consistent, and scalable latent spaces.
One key advantage to latent actions is that—unlike comparable shared autonomy approaches—they can assist the
human during tasks with either discrete or continuous goal
spaces. We validated this in our two user studies. In the
first (discrete), latent actions resulted in higher success
than shared autonomy baselines. In the second (continuous),
participants controlled both the robot’s goals and movement
style: compared against a teleoperation strategy currently
employed by assistive arms, latent actions led to improved
objective and subjective performance.
How practical is this approach? In our cooking user study,
the robot was trained with less than 7 minutes of kinesthetic
demonstrations. We attribute this data efficiency in part to the
simplicity of our model structure: we used standard cVAEs
that we trained within the robot’s on-board computer. We
believe this makes our approach very efficient, accurate, and
easy to use in practice as compared to alternatives.
Limitations and Future Work. Although the latent actions
were intuitive when the robot’s state was near the training
distribution, once the robot reached configurations where we
had not provided demonstrations the latent actions became
erratic. For example, one participant unintentionally rotated
the arm upside-down when trying to pour flour, and was
unable to guide the robot back towards the cooking task. We
were also surprised that users did not clearly prefer the latent
action approach despite its improved performance. In their
questionnaire responses, participants indicated that—while it
was easier to work with latent actions—they enjoyed the increased freedom of control under end-effector teleoperation.
These limitations suggest that robots should not always
rely on latent actions. Future work will focus on interweav-
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VIII. A PPENDIX : D EXTEROUS M ANIPULATION
In addition to the two user studies reported in Section VI,
we also applied our latent action approach to three dexterous
manipulation tasks. Here the robot knows the human’s highlevel goal—to grasp an object—but the robot does not know
the human’s low-level preference for how it should grasp that
object. These dexterous manipulation tasks are an extension
of the cooking task in Section VI-B, and further demonstrate
that we can go beyond discrete goals to consider continuous
embeddings and styles. Videos of these experiments can be
found at: https://youtu.be/LVzaC8w6HXU.
Experimental Setup. We performed these experiments using
a 7-DoF Panda robotic arm (Franka Emika), and considered

three different manipulation tasks: grasping a Water Bottle,
a Drill, or a Spray Bottle. During the offline training phase,
we provided kinesthetic demonstrations that guided the robot
from the start region to the target object1 . Importantly, each
of the demonstrated trajectories had a slightly different grasp
style. For instance, when reaching for the drill, we provided
a spectrum of kinesthetic demonstrations that grabbed the
drill by the base, the handle, and the bit. We then embedded
the demonstrated state-action pairs into a 1-DoF latent space
using the cVAE models from our user studies.
Procedure. A single participant used a joystick to perform
dexterous manipulation tasks with each object. Because we
embedded to a 1-DoF latent space, the human was only able
to provide inputs by pressing left or right on the joystick: our
1 We provided less than 2 minutes of kinesthetic demonstrations for each
manipulation task.

learned latent space was responsible for mapping this stream
of inputs to the participant’s intended grasp.
Results. In Fig. 12 we show two example trajectories for
each object when teleoperating the robot under our learned
latent action approach. Similar to [25], we found the robot
learned an embedding that arbitrates responsibility over the
task. Regardless of the user’s input, the robot autonomously
performed the high-level reaching motion towards the target
object. Here the human’s 1-DoF input controlled the robot’s
fine-grained grasp pose: for example, when reaching for the
Drill, tilting right (i.e., z = +1) guided the robot towards a
grasp at the base, while tilting left (i.e., z = −1) guided the
robot towards a grasp at the bit.
Summary. These results support our findings from the cooking task in Section VI-B, and further indicate that users can
leverage our latent action approach to collaborate with assistive robots in dexterous manipulation tasks. Specifically, the
robot learned to complete the high-level task autonomously,
while the human dictated how that task was performed. We
emphasize that the joystick input controls the style in which
the robot performs its task along a continuous spectrum, and
does not simply select between a set of discrete grasps (i.e.,
either grasp A or grasp B).

